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Abstract. The objective of this study was to apply a technique called preference
mapping to the context of aesthetic website evaluation. Preference mapping is a
method in which evaluators and stimuli are simultaneously represented in the
same multidimensional space. User segmentations and drivers of preference can
easily be identified. We argue that this technique is particularly suited for
website design evaluation especially for alternative prototype comparisons. The
application of this method to an actual dataset resulted in a better understanding
of participant preferences that could not be reached through simple comparison
of average ratings.
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1 Introduction
The importance of aesthetics in web design has been demonstrated by several
studies [1, 2]. This realization underlines the need for visual website evaluation
methodologies during initial stages of development. In this paper we tried to
demonstrate that preference mapping is an appropriate method for the evaluation of
website aesthetics. Preference mapping is referred to as a group of multivariate
statistical techniques aimed at gaining deeper understanding of preference toward
products by taking also participants’ heterogeneity into account [3]. It is not a new
technique since it is used widely in sensory analysis and marketing for many years.
The main goal is to find relationships between descriptive data (usually provided by
domain experts) and hedonic judgments of evaluators. This methodology can be
encountered in HCI literature or website evaluation only rarely with the exception of
[1].
There are two main preference mapping techniques which are generally referred to
as internal (IPM) and external (EPM) analysis. There is as ongoing debate about the
advantages and disadvantages of these variations of preference mapping [4]. In this
study we used IPM alongside hierarchical cluster analysis to identify participant
preference segmentation. The goal of IPM is to derive a multidimensional
representation of objects and evaluators. This is usually accomplished by conducting
principal component analysis (PCA) on a data matrix consisting of objects in rows
and participants (treated as variables) in columns. In a variation of the technique
called extended IPM, external descriptive data (usually provided by expert panel) are

projected onto the preference space. This can be done by projecting the attribute mean
scores onto the map coordinates through regression [3].

2 Method
The dataset used was previously acquired by a study regarding subjective and
objective factors that influence website design evaluation [5]. In this study, 53
volunteer students (35male, 18 female, mean age = 22.2) had to choose a new website
design for their university department among six prototypes. The test designs were
evaluated by two sources: the volunteer students and a trained panel of 9 design
experts. Student participants first viewed all the website screenshots in a random
order and then rated them on visual appeal, credibility, perceived usability, novelty
and overall preference on a linear, unmarked scale (from 0 to 100). The trained panel
first helped in generating a list of 14 design related descriptive attributes and then
rated the test websites on them.

3 Results
PCA was applied to participant’s preference data for the websites. A two factor
solution explained 68.6% of the variance in participant preference (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Bi-plot of websites and individual user preference in the derived two-dimensional space.

Designs that are close together were perceived as similar regarding preference. Each
dot represents an individual user. A line from the center of the axes to that dot shows
general direction of preference for that participant. If all users were pointing to
approximately the same direction then their preferences would be homogenous and no
segmentation would be necessary. Although almost all preference is pointing to the
right, there is a significant spread across the vertical axis and sample segmentation

seemed required. Hierarchical cluster analysis on preferences revealed 3 groups of
participants (table 1) with very different preferences. Group 1 gave moderate to high
ratings to most websites except of the first two. Group preferred these first two
designs the most and clearly disliked designs C and F. Finally, Group 2 which was
also the most populated, was closer to the overall preference ratings, with clear
preference to the last 3 designs and extreme dislike of design C.
Table 1. Mean design preference scores for the whole sample and the identified subgroups.

All users (n=53)
Group 1 (n=15)
Group 2 (n=22)
Group 3 (n=16)

A
50,9
38,3
39,7
78,1

B
48,6
39,6
44,8
62,2

C
24,9
56,6
13,3
11,3

D
68,9
63,1
84,6
52,7

E
60,5
50,9
77,8
45,9

F
50,4
66,6
55,4
28,5

In order to understand the drivers of preferences for our sample as a whole and for the
different subgroups the derived preference dimensions have to be interpreted. This
can be accomplished either by visual inspection of the websites and their position in
the map or by projection of external descriptive data. The first method is more
subjective but extremely useful if no external descriptive data is available. The
projection of descriptive data requires the regression of their mean ratings in the
dimensional space. We projected the evaluative constructs from the participants and
the descriptive attributes from our expert panel that fitted significantly. The result of
the attribute projection is depicted in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Attribute projection in the preference space. Arrows represent direction of preference
for the user clusters.

Examination of the final IPM map revealed that the overall preference direction
and therefore the main driver for the participants as a whole, was visual appeal.
Group 1 seems to be more influenced by novelty, group 2 by credibility and group 3
by perceived usability. Constructs that are close to each other, such us credibility and
visual appeal, are highly correlated. Analysis of descriptive attribute positions reveals
that increased order, balance and simplicity results in more perceived usability but
also decreases perceptions of visual appeal and novelty. Novelty perceptions are
driven by increased saturation, contrast and colorful. Visual appeal and credibility
seem to require balance on the above attributes. The preference direction of overall
preference and of the most populated group is towards designs E and D. The
examination of table 1 reveals that design D is highly rated by each group and
therefore is the safest pick as the final design choice.

4 Discussion
Our goal was to demonstrate the advantages of preference mapping in the context of
visual web design evaluation by alternative prototype choice. The application of this
technique resulted in deeper understanding of user perceptions and their key drivers
of preference. The methodology helped us make better informed decision about final
choice and also gave us instructions for design improvement towards desired
directions. In addition the process of user clustering regarding their preference
revealed distinct groups of participants with different opinions about final choice.
However, the above results cannot be generalized and are specific to the test
sample of our case study. Our goal was to demonstrate an evaluation methodology
which could be tailored to the context of different studies. To conclude, preference
mapping seems promising in the visual web design evaluation context and flexible
enough to be used in several different conditions.
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